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Thank You!
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Protecting Your
Organization Against
Supply Chain CyberAttacks

John Riggi
Senior Advisor for Cybersecurity and
Risk, American Hospital Association
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Cybersecurity Symposium:
Managing Risk Within the Health Care Supply Chain

Presented by John Riggi, Senior Advisor, Cybersecurity and
Risk Advisory Services 11/08/2021

Hacking Incidents Reported to OCR
2020 Total:
425 Breaches Impacting 26.7 Million Individuals

1/1/2021 - 11/03/2021
379 Breaches Impacting 36.4 Million Individuals
Source : HHS, OCR website data accessed 01/11/2021 and 11/08/2021 https://ocrportal.hhs.gov
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Attack Patterns and Priority Risks
#1 Priority - High impact ransomware attacks

especially those that result in a regional or statewide
disruption of care delivery and risk patient safety.
2) Third party cyber risk exposure and impact through
business associates and supply chain:

o Theft of large quantities of covered entity data in
possession of business associates – ACO?
o Business associate as digital pathway into covered
entity + Supply Chain Attacks
o Mission critical business associate becomes victim
of ransomware attack
3) Direct theft of data - PHI, PII, Payment Information
and Medical Research including, genomics, precision
medicine, clinical trials, population health studies and
cancer research.
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➢ Three to four week recovery time for mission critical systems,
ransom paid or not, residual impacts lasting minimum 6 months

➢ Risk to patient safety. ED’s shutdown - Ambulances placed on full
divert - delay of emergency treatment. Trauma Center availability Regional impact

➢ Legacy systems unrecoverable

➢ Telemetry systems inoperable – additional staff required for patient
monitoring

➢ Revenue cycle interruption and revenue loss due to incomplete
charts.

➢ Radiology / Imaging / PACS down

➢ Timekeeping, email and VoIP systems disrupted

➢ EMR rendered inaccessible treatment and drug allergies / interactions
unknown – delay in rendering care

➢ Operational and physical security technology impact

➢ Lab results unavailable

➢ Third parties requesting independent certification before
reconnection

➢ Surgeries cancelled - ADT impact

➢ Increased insurance premiums or loss of coverage

➢ Pixus systems down

➢ Class action and individual lawsuits from patients

➢ Home care telemetry disrupted and patients placed at risk

➢ HHS OCR investigation/audit + State investigations

➢ Ransomware “blast radius” – other providers who are dependent for
ED, EMR, labs, imaging, cancer treatment and other third parties also
disrupted
➢ Loss of all medical technology and/or network connected medical
technology

➢ Credit monitoring costs
➢ Increase in credit risk rating, increased financing and bond
issuance
➢ Lost business opportunities, future revenue

➢ Staff unprepared for extended clinical downtime procedures and
paper charting lasting up to three to four weeks
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➢ Reputational harm – possible loss of patient, community and
investor confidence
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The average daily census grew to 281 over the
cyberattack period versus 174-229 patients
during the same week over the previous 5 years
The take-home message from the studies is that
"We should be discussing cyberattack impacts
on regions, and developing regional
preparedness plans,"
Dameff stressed, adding that tabletop
simulations of cyberattacks should be routine,
and hospitals need to talk to each other about
plans to handle critical patients.

Christian Dameff, MD, of UCSD, in presentations at the American

.

College of Emergency Physicians annual meeting
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➢ The centralized system easily controls multiple
subsystems, networks, or products, requiring little
interaction or no activation from the controlled
system.

➢ The system possesses an undisclosed, unpatched,
or unknown opening that attackers can exploit for a
degree of administrative control.
➢ The exploited opening of the centralized product
can affect, in either a limited or total ability, the
subsystem it controls.
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President urged to include health care cybersecurity in infrastructure plans; DOJ prioritizes ransomware attacks. The
Healthcare and Public Health Sector Coordinating Council, whose members include the AHA, yesterday urged President Biden to
include support for health care cybersecurity in a future phase of his infrastructure plan.
“The healthcare sector, despite making progress over the past several years, has struggled to keep up with the onslaught of
cyber threats without enhanced federal programs and engagement,” the organization wrote. “We are particularly concerned that
lesser resourced organizations, such as small and medium sized healthcare providers and critical access hospitals, continue to
fall further behind. We are only as strong as the weakest link, and it benefits the entire sector when we can improve every entity's
cyber resilience.”
AHA also has urged Congress and the Biden Administration to prioritize investment in broadband, telehealth and cybersecurity to
ensure all patients have secure, sustained, equitable access to care using digital and information technologies.
Reuters last week reported that the U.S. Justice Department is elevating the priority of ransomware investigations similar to those
of terrorism attacks following a May 7 attack on the Colonial Pipeline and damage to other sectors. The department this week
announced it had seized $2.3 million in bitcoin proceeds allegedly from the attack.
“The AHA has been leading a call to the government to pursue a coordinated campaign to disrupt these criminal organizations
and seize their illegal proceeds, as was done so effectively during the global fight against terrorism,” said John Riggi, AHA senior
advisor for cybersecurity and risk. “We have good reason to believe that our persistent advocacy and expert point of

view on this issue helped influence this policy change.”
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➢ $10,000,000 for information leading to the
identification or location of any individual(s) who
hold(s) a key leadership position in the DarkSide
ransomware variant transnational organized crime
group.
➢ $5,000,000 for information leading to the arrest
and/or conviction in any country of any individual
conspiring to participate in or attempting to
participate in a DarkSide variant ransomware
incident.
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Cybersecurity bill with AHA-supported provisions signed into law Jan. 05 2021
President Trump yesterday signed into law a bill (H.R. 7898) PL 116-321 containing provisions that require the
Secretary of Health and Human Services to consider certain recognized cybersecurity best practices when
making determinations against HIPAA-covered entities and business associates victimized by a
cyberattack. For example, the bill recognizes cybersecurity practices established under the National Institute of
Standards and Technology Act and approaches established under Section 405(d) of the Cybersecurity Act of 2015
by the Healthcare and Public Health Sector Coordinating Council (HSCC) Working Group, whose members include
the AHA. The HSCC expressed strong support for the provisions. The legislation cleared the Senate by unanimous
consent on Dec. 19.

➢ Recognized Cybersecurity Practices in Place Previous 12 months
➢ Reduced Fines
➢ Early, Favorable Termination of Audits
➢ Mitigation of other penalties
➢ No Increased Penalties for Not Having Recognized Cybersecurity Practices in Place
“This law will have long lasting positive impact for the entire health care sector in securing patient data and
protecting patients from cyber risks,” said John Riggi, AHA senior advisor for cybersecurity and risk. “The law
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provides the right balance of incentivizing voluntary, enhanced cybersecurity protocols in exchange for regulatory
relief and recognition that breached organizations are victims, not the perpetrators.”

Third Party Risk Management Program Considerations
•

Does your organization have a third party risk management program (TPRM)? What is
the governance structure and does that structure still make sense?

•

Is there a formal process to incorporate cybersecurity in the TPRM program?

•

Is there process to conduct periodic in-depth technical, legal, policy and procedural
review of the TPRM program and the BAA?

•

Does the BAA include cybersecurity and cyber insurance requirements for the vendor
and any subs of the vendor? Are the coverages and limits sufficient?

•

Annual cyber risk assessments for vendors?

•

Compliance requirements with applicable regulatory standards - HIPAA, PCI, PII,
taxpayer funded medical research and IP?

•

Identify, risk classify and risk prioritize vendors and their subcontractors based
upon:

•

Aggregation of data – regulated data and unregulated data such as pop health
genetic studies, clinical trials, COVID-19 research

•

Access to sensitive data, networks, systems and physical locations

•

Criticality to continuity of operations - Clinical, facilities, utilities, business (e.g.
medical transcription, billing and coding, PPE supplies)

•

Foreign operations and foreign subcontractors

•

Implement risk based controls and cyber insurance requirements

•

Need to balance financial opportunities and greater supply-chain flexibility with
potentially higher cyber risks associated with certain vendors
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“Whenever there is a discussion about:
-

Data
Technology
Digital transformation
Artificial intelligence
Electronic medical records
Sensitive data
Medical devices
Interoperability
Clinically integrated care
Business associates
Mergers and Acquisitions

…the conversation is not complete unless the discussion has also
addressed the cybersecurity and risk issues which are embedded,
often hidden, within these issues”
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John Riggi
Senior Advisor for Cybersecurity and Risk
John Riggi, having spent nearly 30 years as a highly decorated veteran of the FBI,
serves as the first senior advisor for cybersecurity and risk for the American Hospital
Association and their 5000+ member hospitals. John leverages his distinct cyber,
criminal investigation and national security experience at the FBI and CIA to provide
trusted strategic cyber and risk advisory services to the nations' hospitals and health
systems.
jriggi@aha.org
(O) +1 202-626-2272
(M) +1 202-640-9159

His trusted access to healthcare leaders and government agencies enhances John's
unique national perspective on cyber and risk issues and greatly contributes to the
AHA’s policy and advocacy efforts. John represented the nation's hospitals in
testimony before the Senate Homeland Security Committee hearing on cyber threats
to hospitals in Dec. 2020.
John is the recipient of the FBI Director's Award for Special Achievement in
Counterterrorism and the CIA's George H.W. Bush Award for Excellence in
Counterterrorism, the CIAs highest award in this category. John presents extensively
on cybersecurity and risk topics and is frequently interviewed by the media.
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Clay House
Chief Information Security Officer and
Vice President of IT Risk Management,
CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield
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The Increasing
Cybersecurity Risks
in the IT Supply
Chain

SUPPLY CHAIN SECURITY
Clay House
NOVEMBER 8, 2021
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SUPPLY CHAIN DISRUPTION
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50% of attacks in
2019 used “island
hopping”
(CrowdStrike)

Chinese POS vendor
raided by FBI for
acting as dropper,
malware distribution,
and C2
(Krebs On Security)

55% of
organizations see
DDoS attacks
against APIs
monthly – 49%
see injection
(Radware)

75% of
codebases
contained
malware; 67%
had license
conflicts; 33%
contained
unlicensed code
(Synopsys 2020 Open Source
Security & Risk Analysis)
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Counterfeits
Integrity
Availability
Tampering
Theft
Lifecycle

IT SUPPLY CHAIN
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What you use

What you make

Who you partner
with

What you buy

IT SUPPLY CHAIN

•
•
•
•
•
•

Hardware/Software
Components
Libraries/Open Source
APIs
Cloud/Hosting Providers
Utilities
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Hardware/Software
Components
Libraries/Open Source
APIs
Cloud/Hosting Providers
Utilities

•
•
•
•
•
•

Hardware/Software
Components
Libraries/Open Source
APIs
Portals
Services

Supplies
Hardware/Software
Services
Disposal
Quality Control
Service Level & Operational
Level Agreements
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INTEGRATE CYBER
SUPPLY CHAIN RISK
MANAGEMENT
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MANAGEMENT
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Cyber Supply
Chain
Management
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(Internal & External)
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Cyber Supply
Chain
Management

Include Suppliers in Bus.
Continuity and Disaster
Recovery Plans/Exercises

Establish Ongoing Monitoring
of Threats & Suppliers
Plan for the Full Lifecycle
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PROTECT THE IT SUPPLY CHAIN
Goods We Buy
•

•

Software
• Open-Source management and
practices like SAFECode
• Must have defined processes to
secure their build process and
distribution
• Restrict build & support to countries
not on US Restrictions List
• ISO 27034 Application Security
Standards or similar
Hardware
• NIST 800-147B for BIOS security
• Defense Federal Acquisition
Regulation Supplement (DFARS)
Contractor Counterfeit Electronic Part
Detection and Avoidance (252.2467007)

•
•
•

Transported Asset Protection
Association guidelines (TAPA FSR)
Customer-Trade Partnership Against
Terrorism (C-TPAT)
No Development or Manufacturing in
US Restricted countries
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What We Build & Deploy

Services We Buy
•

Restrict Services to those provided in
countries not on US Restrictions List

•

Use of Jump Servers for privileged access

•

Restrict access to VDI or other controlled
mechanism – no VPN

•

End-point standards

•

Restrict Data access, persistence, and
transit to appropriate geographies

•

Access to Sensitive data only in approved
Offshore Development Centers or others as
approved via Risk Acceptance Process

•

Require background checks

•

Assess Availability (e.g. DR, DDoS, etc.)

•

Assess Integrity (e.g. ACID Transactions,
business resumption, etc.)

•

Assess Confidentiality (e.g. traditional SIG
questions)

•

Software
• Manage Open Source
• Secure SDLC practices
• Automated build & deploy
• Include only approved libraries
• Maintain currency
• Patch regularly
• Maintain Build Bill-of-Materials
• Contextual
authentication/authorization
• Asset Management

•

Infrastructure
• CIS/PCI/FedRAMP Configuration
Benchmarks
• Standard configurations
automatically built from approved
mount points
• Only approved software
• Patch regularly
• Maintain currency
• Asset Management
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QUESTIONS
Clay House
clay.house@carefirst.com

Roundtable Discussion
Best Practices for Third-Party Risk Management

Rick Moore, Moderator, Founder and Chief Executive Officer, MTC Group, LLC
Lee Barrett, Executive Director and Chief Executive Officer, EHNAC
Brandon Neiswender, Vice President and Chief Operating Officer, CRISP
Tressa Springmann, Senior Vice President and Chief Information and Digital Officer, LifeBridge Health
Mike Zbarsky, Senior Chief Information Security Officer Advisor, Hartman Executive Advisors
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For more information, view the
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